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Pumpkin Town! 

or Nothing is Better and Worse Than Pumpkins 
illustrated by Pablo Bernasconi 

Houghton Mifflin, 2006 

ISBN 9780618605699 Hardcover 

ISBN 9780547181936 Paperback 

 

 

 

One pumpkin makes a tasty pie. Two pumpkins can be carved into grinning jack-o'-lanterns, and a couple hundred more make for a decent 

pumpkin patch. Gather one thousand pumpkins and you’ll have a grand fall festival. But what happens when a town has an accidental 

abundance of pumpkins? What do José and his brothers do with a mountain of pumpkins? An EXPLOSION of pumpkins? Step into Pumpkin 

Town and see!   

 
 

 
It All Began with a Bean 
illustrated by Tracy Hill 

Tanglewood Press, 2004 

ISBN 9780974930305  

 

 

 

 

 

What happens when, one day, a dropped bean is devoured by ten flies, and hundreds of dogs eat cheese fallen from a truck, and thousands 

of runners begin gulping air, and all the people at home that morning have eggs for breakfast, and then they all toot at once? This hilarious 

book answers that intriguing question, as readers learn of the aftereffects of the world's biggest toot on the poor town where it happens, 

from poodles' curls going limp to elephants plugging their trunks with bananas. This unique picture book, with lighthearted illustrations, will 

entertain children and parents alike. 

 

 

 

 

Wolf Camp 
illustrated by Bonnie Leick 

Tanglewood Press, 2009 

ISBN 9781933718217 

 

 

 

 

 

Maddie's mother agrees to send her daughter to a new camp - Wolf Camp. But when Maddie returns, she seems, well, 

changed. She snaps at flies, howls at fire trucks, and chases squirrels - on all fours. She quits eating candy and starts 

eating meat - only meat. And the dog is now afraid of her when she lifts her lip and shows her teeth.  What child hasn't 

fantasized about being an animal? And what parent hasn't exclaimed over the transformation in their child when picking 

him or her up from camp? This book intertwines these two themes in a hilarious story of a very different kind of camping 

experience. 
 


